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As we begin the last quarter of the 20th centure we find that the

position of the Black in American society has undergone rapid change in

particular in the last two decades. However, neither White nor Black

Americans have been willing to face or admit the truth concerning race

relations. For over 100 years, White Americans have clung to the'illusion

that if everyone would just sit still time alone would solve the problems

of race in America. This unfortunately has not happened. The Black problem

in America today can be viewed as a moral issue with basic judicial, educa-

,

tional, political, and social overtones.

The improvement of the quality of life of the Black American is closely

intertwined with the moral issue of rce relations. The integration of

Ameri:can schools, elementary, secondary and colleges and universities; the

c)
concept of equal opportunity for educational attainment; the enforcement of

IN equal employment and housing laws and other societal changes all have an

impact ori the determinA.Uon of the quality of life or all Americans as we

approach-the dawn of the 21st century.

Several issues are critical to the Black American as he or she prepares

for the future. However, none is probably more crucial than the concept of

*Researchers: Judith Bailey, Charles Studstill and Carmon White;

former Graduate Assistants -at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, Blacksburg, Virginia.
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equal opportunity for educational attoinment. In Brown vs. Board of

Education' the -court described as vitll Several important functions of

education, i.e., education is required in the performance of our most basic

responsibilities; is the foundation of good citizenship; and is the principle

;instrument, in awakening a child to cultural values.'

.With the above importance being,placed onthe education of American

youth, as Americans'examine the projected quality Of life for Black

Amgricans one of the more critical issues should be the future of Black

colleges and universities.

Higher,education for Black people commenced approximately 100 years

ago when the nation was getting ready to celebrate its Centennial. In the

1970's, many B,Jack colleges are celebrating Centennials, have recently done

so or are about to do so. The year 1875, a.watershed era for American Black

histOry, was the year that Reconstruction informally came to an end and the/

.beginnIng of the period of abnega jon, for the second time, of the hopes and

dreams of Black Americans for full participation in the promises of the

Declaration of Independence, the Constitution an'd_the Bill of Rights. Black

,

colleges emerged at this turning point era out of sheer necessity. They

plowed along in abject adversity in hostile 1.irroundings. Now, 100 yearc

later, they exist precariously in an era of change and complexity as the

legal and political debate continues i-egarding their future nd/or demise.

The years 1875 to 1900 were very crucial for the founding of Black colleges

and the establishment of some form of higher education for Black people.

1-

Ifirown Boqr! fV:V(Ition, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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History does nOt necessarily repeat itself, but- the years 1975-2000 are

ironically analogous and similar. They are critical years for Black people

in this nation .because on this go round, the survival of Black colleges and

universities is at stake: The loss of these societal institutions to the

Black community would be, to say the least, an incalcuable cultural as well

as educational loss.

A summary stptement published by the National Association for Equal

Opportunity in Higher Education further illustrates the impact of desegre-

gation on the lives of Black Americans as it interfaces with the need to

maintain the historically Black colleges. The Association first states

that the historically Black collegeS. are exemplars of 'policies and practices,

that,' if used widely across the country, could move the nation more quickly

toWard equal opportunity with attainment.* In addition, the policies and

.
patterns of h'istorically Black colleges that support beneficial national

policies in student financial aid, institutional support, and,minority

faculty development should'be applied nationally.

Equal attainment, or lack-thereof, is reflected in the statistics which

indicate that, since the gap was seven percentage points in 1960 and almost .

thirteen percentage points in 1974 between Whites and Blacks who have com-

pleted four or more years of college, there must be not only equpl opportu-

nity for Blacks; but also equal attainMent and productivity. The gap

between Whites and Blacks who have completed. foUr Or more years of college

has been widening since 1960 and cOn,tinues to widen into the seventies.

According to bye social and economic statistics of tho U.S. Census, the

distribution of -Blacks in fiighpr education
indicates they are also falling

behind in enrolling in fouryear institutions.

*A, more detailed document is available from historically Black colleges

and uni./Prsities. 4
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According to the Association's roilort, an examination of one measurement

of productivity (income level) shows similar results. Contrary to the

popular opinfon that Blacks have experienced great gains in income, especially

during the decade of the 60's, studies show tht the ratio of Black income to

White income has experienced only a minimal degree of advancement in the past

tmenty-five years; a quarter ofa .century. In 1974 it.was only four percen-,

tage points higher tharrin 1950. Black income was fifty-four percent of.

White income in 1950; it Was fifty-eight percent in 1974.

Reasons for very slow, even minimal, progress over the past quarter of

a century toward increased education attainment and the resultant productivity

are imbedded in the societal forces governing the education process. Social

issues are permeated with individual and group attitude which frequently'

serve as forces hindering the improvement of the quality of life for people,

especially for the minorities and Blacks of this country.

On January 28, 1975, the Black 'Mississippians' Council filed the case

of Ayers. vs. Waller against the system of higher education in the state of

Mississippi. In Aucyr or;. Miller:. TowaP1s a ,!;11b4vtaPItiPc Pofini,!,fon of

r. 1

Equa, EducaaoHal Orpovturu:tu, the Black 'Mississippians' Council'on Higher

(
Education states that

Black.education has had to struggle against two

dominant attitudes of equal.
destructiveness,on the part of Whites: rank

racism Old reformed racism. First of all, the Council points out that,

besides Creprivfng the Black community of More than a half billion dollars in

earning power in 1975, school desegregation in numerous instances has

effectively arrested the development of Black leadership capability. Both

rank racism and refdrmed racism are more concerned with the mode of Black

education than _its quality, since the raiik racists prefer to educjte Blacks

in the absence of Whites and the reformed.racists prefer to educate Blacks
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in a context distinguished by the pre.ence of Whites. This lasuit is.

historical for two reasons. 1irst i proposes a new vrixp,ndea\prinition

of "equal educational
opportunity" which seeks to preserve .and streng,.ien the

historically Black colleges and universities while at the same time seeki i q

-

to eliminate historical barriers -to full and unrestricted Black access to

formerly .all-White
state-supported institutions of higher learning. Second,

Ayers vs. Waller advances a program for the reorganization of the public

higher educational system in.Mississippi which was formulated by Black

people. This represents the first time that a prOgram to enhance Black

higher educational opportunities formulated and developed by Black people

themselves has been pursued.in an affirmative legal actiOn ' the ftderal

courts by a Black-citizens organization.

The.case of Brown vs. Board of Education did not eliminate the impact

of racism as a factor in diminishing the quality of Black education because

its primary objective was not to bring about quality edw.ation for Blacks.

htit to a.bsorb Blacks into historically Whi.te educational -institutions and

systems. ,,,The reformed racists
institutions were naive to think that Blacks

would be accepted and properly educated in schools controlled by rank

racists.** In )97,0, tweiaty-two percent of the total' Black population in the

s Cf Miss- ssippi had less than a fifth grade education, compared to only

,four percent of the Whites. Only 8.8 percent of the Blar.-.11 population had

completed 'high sch6!)l corTared to 30.7 percent of the Whites. Blacks having

cd:Ppl,..-,t.:ed row- yr:at :-, 01-col ley:: ...;,-tre a c 2,1; v..t.i.itt (),,T to 11.9

percent of th can prok.t.t. tf. t t pc -,to I

*reformed racit7,--. aim is to mitioate or el imin,ate o'..t racism



representative of the National trend. This concept is reinforced when the

data shows that, nationally, only 2.6 percent of all dentists, two percent

of all physicians, and two percent ef all Ph.D:'s are Black, while approxi-

mately twelve percent of the U.S. population is Block.

To sufficiently identify some of the reasons behind the above stated

figures, researchers must walk through the educational system from the

graduate and professional school level down to the elementary classroom.

For it is here, at the elementary, middle, and senior high school level that

blaCk children and youth are ending their educational careers.. These youth,

the future and hope of the improvement of the quality of life, ore becoming

drop-outs, put-outs or push-outs of the middle cloSs educational system;

a system maintained and perpetuated by the relormed racists.

Nationally, statistics available show that black youth make up,the

large majority of all drop-outs, put-outs or pUsh-oUts in today's society.

For exaTple, in the school districts of Hillsborough CoOnty, Florida; Denver

\
Colorado; and Jefferson County, Kentucky since integration Blacks have

received more than fifty percent of all suspensions. 'With this percent of

youth out of school, untrained and unemployed, .the community must carefully

examine the effects of being out of school and unemployed on the youth, nis

or her self-concept;'-the community, its role in sustaining itself and the

youth through this period; and the governmental structure,.porticularlY

, programs designed to_help reduce and/or eliminate these problems in the

_Aa'resent educational structure.

.0oe. examplo comluoitiff, choosinq to operdto out,,ido of ,Lho prw,ent

structure is the growing trend of development.of private academics, specifi-

cally n the South. The writer recently participated in a studyloter.

published-in. a.Apook entitled Thtzt

.7



The teachers arc! in-prepared, yAng and with little experience. The

school buildings are poorly equipped. The curruculum is limited, libraries

are thin, and lunch programs depend on vending machtnes. Tuition As. costly.-

ta.

These, with some 'exceptions, are "The Schools." The segregationist

academies in the south that were established by parents following court

ordered integration in the public schools. Despite the forces just listed,

many white parents view segregationist academies as an alternative to what'

they see as a moral menace: exposing their children tn public school systems'

served by busing and run without prayers in the classroom.

The 1.;,..izool:T Mrt VOW Bui.1(7 is a probing and careful look at a movement

that deserves attention, because the parents who send their young to these

academies are not more dismissable as racists or snobs than are parents who

enroll their children In private and parochial schools of the North.

Closely associated with the racial pattern drawn by the.5p educational

forces are statistics representative of the employment-picture. yor example,

in 1970, in the state of Mississippi, the total percentage of Blacks among

professional and technical worker's was less than twenty-three percent com-

pared to slightly oyer seventy-seven percent for Whites. Blacks employed in

sales were less than six percent compared to.ninety-four for Whites. Only in

the case of laborers did Blacks outnumber Whites; there..the figure for Blacks

was fifty-seven percent anajorty-three percent,for' Whites.

In addition, in an article which appeared in
a number of

minority losses were cited. According to a report on Ulf. 'Jate of Black

AMerica by the National' Urban Leivjuemany of_the.goin,. nick', mode Ove.r the

past decade were either wiped out or badly eroded in 19/5. One indicator

cited was a further decline in middle income families. Also, Black family

income was only fifty-eight percent'of White family income, and the Black

8



Unemployment rate remained viftually imchanged at 14.1 percent while the

unofficial iate was. a 'constant twenty-six percept. thus, from the beginning

of the yw, one out.of every four Black workers in the nation was unemployed.

Marbury and Conley point out why this is such a perilous time for Blacks.

The current Black situation.is caught ifl a web whose entanglement may further

ensnare or free Blacks from present day opfiressions. At present, the ctonomic

security of the Majority of Bfacks is still afl uncertainty as most continue to

struggle with the meager means of poverty level income. Joblessness is high

among Blacks, a situation which sets the.cyclical spiral of violence, terror

and threat in motion'. Integration has 'meant jn many cases the loss of cultur-

al centers of identity. There is a lask . of leadership on all levels of

government. Black businesses are failing. Black ghettos and the poor

remain with us.

Blake and'Marbury see H.E.W., the state governments and their governing

board's and educators, and citizens directly involved in this_ issue of desegre-

-dation'irrhigher 'education. On the one hafld, H.E.W. has adopted a vacillatory

role -in its quasi-support of Blacks and.its simult.aneous endorsement of

counter pressures. .On the other hand, state governments and their governing

boards have develOped plans that barely touch specifics of implementation,.

"especially dollars and cents required to build up Black colleges, to develop

retentidn programs in historically White colleges, to increase financial aid

to broaden the pool of Black enrollees." Caught in the middle are educators

and citizens whose
responsibility is to maintain and expand the prr,-,ent

avenues and opportunitie; ili the educotional proces--

3.0r. Elias Blake, Jr. and Dr. Carl Marbury, /1)/

Unit on.DgrcIalio;7 in UivIloP CRITA, Washington, D.C., 1975, p. 3.

9



Blake and Marbury see this time a transitional puriod for Blacks in

higher education. They stress the imcortahce of redefining the issues "so

that the Black colleges are not viewed as the only remaining vestiges of

segreg4tion .
William Sims forsees the demise of the Black college,

which.in essence means the demise of a strong uultural identity for Blacks.

In-his article in the Journal of ?logy() Muo(ttj.on, he quotes R;S. Browne's

position on desegregation:

It was the Black masses who first perceived that integration

actually increases the White community's control over the Black

one by destroying Black institutlons, absorbing Black leadership

and making its interests coincide with-those af. the White

communi ty. Ihe international 'brain drain' has its counterpart

in the Black connunity, which is constantly being denuded of its

best trained people-and many of its national leaders. Black

institutions of all .sorts--colleges, newspapers, banks, even

connunity organizations--are all losing their better people to

the newly .available openings of White establishments. This

lowers the-quality of the Negro organization and in some cases

causes theirdcmise or increases their dependence op Whites for

survival. Such injurious, if unintended, side effects of inte-

gration have been felt in almost every layer of the Black

community5

Browne supports Marbury and Conley's interpretation of the quality of

life for Blacks. They discuss. integration as
disintegration and explain the

trend toward anti-integration among Blacks as not a disregard for White

values but an attempt toward re-defining and
appreciating themselves as a

cultural entity.

'Dr. Elias Blake, Jr. and Dr. Carl Marbury1u

Unit on nc..c,.41.0:pltion
CR1TA, WashinnVon, P.C., 1975, p.3.

sWilliam E. Sims, "Guest Editorial: Black Golloges-Bir.enteopial Offers

Little Hope," dwrpnill ,f V45, N3,- ,ippmer MG, pp. ??;'-n3.

10'



An article in a 1972 issue of the,!,.,ut;;,-,i,efi
11,1'1A,,!P questions the

logic,of the NAACP, implying an ambivitlence in its stance on the integration-

segregation issue in higher education. It envisions conflict in NAACP's

simultaneous support of the enforcement of integration and the support of

adjacent Black colleges remaining apen and not merging with nearby White

institutions.

Clearly, the goal of desegregation must build on the strengths already

existing in college communities. To focus nn Bla.ck collegesthose institu-

tions producing the vast majority of BlaCk graduates--as the principal antago-

nists in this issue of desegregation implies a faulty perception of what needs

to be achieved in desegregation. The main issue that needs to be addressed is

*
the expansion of opportunities for Blacks in higher education as well as the

provision of quality education.

The problem is a lack of accurate source; of information with

distillqibions and analyses that support the 'perspectives of Blocks'

pressures for th9ir own advancement. The problem is a lack of

expertsassistance for institutions in putting forward alternatives .

to less than satisfactory plans and programs of th6 states. The

problem is a lack of timely short-terM studies to clarify what

kind.s of decisions aught to be made that are most supportive of

the 1.ong term intereS'ts of Blacks. The problem is no source of. .

staff development or short-term education
foOspecific groups such

as board members or faculty leadership or lay leadership that has

a minority group perspective.

Plans are being put forward with which almost all minority

interests disagree.
Decisions on major issues, such as admissions, ,

are being made.or warked up that can be destructive. Board

members with Black/interests as their primary interest are-

floundering in the compl6xities of the issues and'must depend on

equally beleaguerea educators to educate them ineJantly while

decisions are being mode.'

5Dr. Elias Bloke, Jr. and Dr. Carl Mar.bury, :h:

1.1)!it 0)1
CRIFA, Washington, D.C., 1975,

,p. 4. -

11



Clearly, the need for research i critical. The quality of life for

Blacks is at stake. Decisions must b. made for.the best int'erests of those

directly involved. As Marbury and'Conley stress, the years 1975 through.

2000 are critical times for Blacks and Black colleges. To lose such

institutions would be a cultural and educational catastrophe. Research is

needed to provide information concerning the Black experience in both Black

and White collegeshow such experiences can involve increasing numbers of

Blacks and simultaneously provide the qualjty of life necessary for Blacks.

Research is needed in defining how the admission process works for both

the Black and White population in all institutions of higher learning. Bata

needs to be collected, analyzed and be available as a measure of predicting

the educational progress oE Black students and faculty. 'Such data would

provide information concerning potential students and faculty members,socio-

economic background, educational advantagesand/or disadvantages. It would

enable the construction of a general model of equity and provide.answers to

such questions as: What is the current flow and the future flow of Black

students and faculty? What are the potential
recruiting levels among new

and existing faculty. and new bachelor.degree graduates? Are the current

efforts of recruiting, retaining and advancing Black staff member.s."merely

a backwater ritual designed to appease rather than satisfy Blacks, govern-

ment agencies, and other constituencies?"'

Differential admissions as a direct response to the imperfections of the

pre-college system is an area in need of research. The legal and moral issues

are many and complex. lhe question arises a; to the legol re;p0n;ibility of

("Dr. Elias Bla'ke, Jr. and Dr. Carl Marbury,

Unit on Dc.7cgrccrw in Hilhor CR1TA, Washington,

p. 6.

12



colleges ta compensate for the unfinilied cr unequal treatmen't of Black

youth who need help. it is true as F. Askin states that, "Too much works

against the minority applicant: the general/C/ltural and educational

retardation of the minority comMunTiy, whichHs.the result of hundreds of
I

years of racial oppressiOn; the inferior scimols in' most of the racial

ghettos; the cultural bias in traditional testing mechan'isms . .

Boyd's study of Black students in predominantly. White colleges a more

117 or

r,2alistic appraisal of the Black experience? His data indicates that

special considerations of Black students often lowered the standards of

quality of their education which only "Provoked negative or ambivalent

reactions." Such questions can better be answered with solid data-/based

is

research.

If Blacks are to ever realize an equalized enrollm,ent or an equaJized

facultyAevelopment,,research estimating
financial needs must be done.

'Money is an important factor in deciding whether Blacks complete ther

education or even attegipt such an education. When 'uncertainties exist

concerning the source of;aid or the supply of money, academic performance

-is hindered if even heguin. According to Boyd's findings, sixty-eight per-

cent of Black students rely on grants of loans as their primary source of

incoming funds, while seventy-three percent work at one Or more jobs to

'realize their educational aspirations. There is a need for research in this

area because a sustdined,investment in training Black professionals is long

overdue.

'Frank Askin,.."Eliminating
Racial jnequality in a Racist World." ciril

Eibcrtics V2,.N2, Spring 1975, p. 100.

1
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There is also.a need to examin-e clunseling and the advisement of Black

students during their educational pro'jram. Too often Blacks.are not given

special consideration when it comes to such needs. Marbury and Conley stress

the need to account fdr the historical baclground of the Black during the
,

counSeling process. Counseling may also help expose the Black student to

Ainfamiliar,educational and career options.

Research in the area of social needs is important as well. Boyit.1.5 data

indicated the need for minor institutional
adjustmentssuCh as special

entertainment or cultural budgets. Such additions would help ease the

adjustment of Btacfr students to college life, both social and academic

'spheres of it.,

In sumluary,research is essential in refining issues of impertance to

Blacks as they attempt to redefine and increge apt;reciation of themselves

,as a culttiral entity and specifically as this attempt is fUnneled through

f Black institutions ofhigher learning.

,If the quaiity of life is to'be impreived in the 21st centurY, the

following,research-conterns have
implications for Black institutions of

higher learning, and Black society in particular:

1. Closer scrutiny should be given. the assumption that White

schools a're necessarily superior to predominately Black

sChoOls.-

2: More research should be done to analyze the protess of

-social adjustment to determine what .specific skills are

needeeas individuals move from a segregated situation

to an integrated one.

3. There must he greater communication between historically

Black ci 'loges and the,federal government.

4. Special s rengthS of historically Black colleges must

be'publ. ized. '

14



5. Additional graduate programs must be integrated fn

historically Black colleges and existing graduate Programs

strengthened through additional fiscal support.

6. A regional and national consortium of Black colleges needs

exploration.

7. We talk a grea(t deal about competency tests these days.

Ten states have already enacted laws requiring students to

have certain "survival skills" in mathematics, reading,

and writing before they can-receive a diploma, and moves

are underway in fifteen states to implement similar plans.

Some people are viewing'the competency tests seen as taking away jobs

from minorities. In West Palm Beach, Florida, where tests developed at the

University of Texas are given, only eight percent of White students flunked,

while fifty-six percent of minorities failed.

Under most competency-based education plans, "Attendence Certificates"

are given those who fintsh sthool bue can't pass the tests. But many companiec

won't hire students without the competency diploma, regardless of whether the

job applicant can perform the work. According to Griggs vs. Duke Power,

standardized tests cannot be used as a criteria for employment unless it can

be demonstrated that
all items on the test are job related. Therefore, the

competenCy attendence diploma, used to restrict .employment, may be inconsis-

tent with the Griggs us. Duke Power decision. As you well know, without a

job the "quality of life" 'is greatly affected. The "real hot potato",

according to Dr. Gordon Camelit, Execuive Director of the Association.for

J5upervision and Curriculum Development, is competency-based graduation And

promotion system being considered throughout the country.

I believe it is important for schOols to teach such things as balancing

checkbooks, filling out jab application forms and other things dealt with in

cOmpetency tests, but I also-believe that ".Coping skills" that L.n't be eval-.,

uated as easily on a paper and pencil test are just as valid.

15
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Basic skills in math, reading, and writing should continue to be empha-

sized, but the humanities and the cultural side of education should not be

neglectA in the process.

The real danger of this, as I view it, is that it is a simplistic

approach to a very complex problem. The "guts" of it is that some youngsters

are going to be held back--and you know which youngsters--,and study after

study has proven that
retention doesn't do any good.

If the quality of life of Black Americahs is to be greatly enhanced,

research is an imperative tool fqr providing data upon which intelligent

decisions can be'made. Research just may'be the key for innovation in the

Black community.

It is time for innovation within the total Black community--

innovation which is immediate, widespread, and long range. .The

innovation we are speaking about-in simple terms must be

imaginative, grass roots and down to earth--based upon the very,_

best thinking, planning and action. The existential alienation .

and 'madness' of life is likely to wrea!': havoc upon the'Black

American Community unless some well thought Out and innov.ative

efforts are Ma,de by Black people themselves to control the

situation before:it gets out of hand.8
4,00

A commitment to
such.innovation is the only hope for enhancing the

quality of life for Black American:. in this country.

'Carl H. Marburp_and Houston Conley, Mc Sicentt!nnial at' a 'Kairotio'

Opportunity to Improve ,Counooling by tIndirstandinj tho Black Child from a

Hiotrica/ Proopoct, unpubTished paper, pp. 6-7.
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